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To Ewan,
with love



“Poetry is not 
the proper antithesis 
to prose
but to science. 
Poetry is opposed to science.” 

Definition of Poetry

– Samuel Taylor Coleridge





– I –

“I seem to remember him gently touching any 
flower he delighted in… It ran through all his 
relations to natural things—a most keen feeling 
of their aliveness.”

– Francis Darwin 
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The Donkey, August, 1817

All along the roads the beds of grass played dead
that summer, the long blades bending under the weight of rain. 

Charles walked forever, legs unbound by fence or distance
a silver net of droplets over his hair.
He wandered the river
casting plonking skipping stones
pulling worms to hook
his nails thin black crescents. 

The air, the quivering air 
carried him, its damp brew of scent
that rose from the ground
that fell from the trees
honeysuckle, dirt, cow dung, field grass, wildflower, hay, leaf
he trod under foot. 

He gulped down deep breaths as his father, the Doctor, did
trying to swallow the words for what he felt.
Beneath the pine trees the insects lived & prayed. 
Still he killed them.

His pockets belched 
treasure to hoard back praise: 
black beetle carapaces, crumbling butterfly wings, pads of moss,
quartz-cored rocks
he smashed open on fence posts
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spooking the grey, sag-bellied, sad-eyed donkey
who believed he was a sheep among sheep
dumbly tearing grass
heeeeee! 
taking off across the field.

Some of the Irish servants believed
donkeys genuflected on Christmas Day
but this one couldn’t protect the flock from foxes
& every week in Spring a new dead sheep— 
a ram with a hole in its forehead
stigmata from another ram’s horns—
lay petrified on its side 
bloated, fly-blown, fur black-clotted with mud
until the farmer dragged it away. 

His mother’s body too
had grown toxic. 
Sprouted a fatal mushroom
like a field after rain
& all the world that had seemed
to be made of glass
ecstatic, transparent, mysteriously molten
had broken. 

No amount of plunder
no collected cache of wonders could extract
the adoration he now needed
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to chase away the terrible secret 
growing daily within him: 
the thought
that either his father was no doctor
or God was a donkey.
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The Plums

in the bowl
on the round table 
by the windows
were laid out for 
his father. 

That pyramid of dark plums
in the shallow Wedgwood bowl— 
nearly black when ripe
ruby-lipped when not
oily, reflective, satin-skinned
piled on a plate in the sun—
infinitely pinchable, infinitely delicate, hot
when Charles touched them
when he inserted the tip of his smallest finger
into their dark navels
from which stems had long fallen. 

If his father waited too long
to eat them, the plums
would wrinkle & weep
rubbed under thumbs.
 
At first Charles would pocket a few
pile them in the stores cupboard
or under the piano lid
& reap the glory when he found them 
again, his father’s missing fruit. 
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Then he began to flinch a bite of one, two
searching out the perfect plum.
He pulled the skin off them with his teeth
watched beads of blood pinprick the surface
ripped bits of peeling 
around the pink sponge. 
Old plums were soft & purple, not crisp. 
New plums sour & crunched
too much, hard yellow pulp
inedible. He left them all
ruined by the river
the single bite he’d taken from each
like a torn smile. 
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June, 1828

“My dear Fox, I am dying
by inches
from not having anybody
to talk to
about insects.”
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Sappho

Sappho, the Pointer, trailed him
through the town
kept her eye on the hem
of his gown
as it warped & flowed
like the river Cam
& kept her ear on the leather thwack
of his boot soles
against the cobblestones
of the bridge.

The barges slowed with their heft & waft
of smells, the muck 
of water she longed to snuffle 
down in the green reeds where dead bird & rat
floated. Bloated. Shouts
of bargemen
their voices so much louder
so much fiercer 
than his. 

Streets were meat
a ripe raw stink of men.

She liked best days in the fens
when together they snorted
the long grass & he crawled
beside her, rooting at the dirt
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revelling in discoveries
he’d show then snatch away again.
Sometimes he leapt
like a lunatic, net in hand. 
He tore bark off trees, stripping them back
to the pale blue scent of wood
& clasped his greedy fingers
around the quick black bugs.
Sappho drank from muddy puddles
full of clouds.

He did not lead her home then
but stopped at the ill-lit den
where she waited for hours
scratching & licking the gutters
or huddled in a corner
one eye on the door
until he swayed out
murmuring to her
like warm milk. 

She knew the tenor of his talk
& the taste of his happiness
the thunder of sudden anger
& the small whisper of sorrow
that sometimes stalked him.
She turned quickly
trying to catch it, to chase it away 
with her bark.
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She told it to go.
She told it not to come back.

She knew the brew
of his brain & soon knew
that energetic tickle in the air
near his hands, the hop he gave
when something 
wild & marvellous
struck him. 

She knew the boredom of books
& the smell of his sleep
at the hour of rats, the click
their claws made down the wet streets
she could smell
the drag of their tails
until noon the next day.

She knew the smell of the bed they shared
through the gates & up
the tired stairs
dog & man
this furred, blurred curl of two.
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The Very Last Meeting of The Glutton Club

In his dream
the Glutton Club 
met yet again
to dine on strange flesh. 

Each time
there was a new offering
‘unknown to human palate’
that one member
had shot & brought
to the Cambridge cooks
to prepare. 

The soft Brown Owl
the last they had tried
& failed to eat—
whose stringy, gamey breast
clung to its bones in protest
as it boiled in the pot
its stomach still full 
of ripped fur, the beak-broken bones of mouse—
still haunted. 
Its severed head in the bin, eyes open
watching him. 

This time
Charles vowed to try harder.
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He saw the bowl
smeared with translucent
fish-egg-like meat
& politely asked its origin. 
“Penguin,” the Gents answered
handing him a spoon.
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In The Old Library

Where John Milton
‘The Lady of Christ’s’ & son of a scrivener once sat
composing his Latin oration:
Sportive Exercises on occasion do not stand in the way 
of Philosophical Studies
after recovering from a first year 
quarrel with his tutor over his assertive, unusurpable singularity
(which resulted in short suspension, not to mention
a good caning at the hands of the Master)
to become one of the more playful & popular fellows, 
creating such cunning prolusions as the above as well as 

breaking out
into heroic couplets instead of the usual formal tongue
& leaving behind among the twine & leather-bound 
book & tome-stacked shelves a lasting battle 
of light & darkness, ‘a little world’ not yet spent
so two hundred years later
Charles Darwin, pale & Paleyfied, just twenty-one,
solemnly bent his head & read
his favourite poem.
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Venus

He hurried past Elijah and the angel
Christ calling Zacchaeus, past Abraham
journeying to the land of Canaan, and St Jerome
lost in the wilderness, to the place
where the velvet curtains parted.

The guards were quite used to the queue of young men
the hot hum of them, filing through the new rooms.
Leather soles echoed on stone floors
gave their heart beats away.

Entering the dim boudoir
she was waiting there, on the crimson couch
flute in hand, looking at him.

Some troubadour with a lute had trumped him
and was trying to win her with his music.
Confusingly, astonishingly, she was
already bare
but for a cord of pearls, a torn piece
of gauze over her sex.

Even the soft streaks of daylight
had found their way through the folds
of the curtains to catch a look 
and had laid down upon the dark-red drapes behind her hair,
a musculature of warm wet silk.
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Her cheeks, her breasts, indeed
the rounds of her knees
all pink. Her supple, open
opal skin made him 
think of an apple
plucked from a branch, mid-air; 
a blood-tinged handful, tart and sweet.
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Burn This!—
“So I suppose I must trust to fate

 for a master or wait till you come.” 

– Fanny Owen to Charles Darwin

She felt she would rot
with waiting

the stuffed armchairs
never moved an inch no matter
how much she stretched out

or shook them
& she agitated
sometimes furiously

so fate would not
mistake her for a chair
& leave her an eternity
to some ticking despair

by the fire with her novels
until the Governor
ordered her back to the easel & brush
a painted green scene
she could see but not touch. 

Through the long windows
the frost closed her in.
Her father, her keeper
gone with the family
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the house so quiet she could hear
a tread on the stairs two storeys up
or the sound of four clouds
rushing past to ballrooms 
at Brighton town. 
Her days’ only notable moments
were the seven deliveries of the post
when she hoped one of the packets 
held one from him, her dear Charley
eminently shootable young Sir
who sometimes deigned to visit her
in her desolate black Forest—
though lately, more & more rarely.

Once just a morning’s canter away
he was now lost to the University
where he stalked to the wood
with manic zeal
for some rare elusive beetle. 

“Dear Dr Postillion,
I’ve been so busy
so cold and frost bitten
that I haven’t had time
to scribble a few lines.
I’m sure the dear little beetles
are keeping you fine. 
How, by the way, does the mania go? 
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As for me, yr dutiful Housemaid
I’ve not been outside the Barriers 
of the Fortress in days…”

He’d taught her to shoot
till her shoulder turned blackblue
& the two of them rolled
in the strawberry beds
stretched out like beasts. 
They took home empty baskets
stained mouths, inflamed lips. 
Her skin itched with him
& with something else
she couldn’t quite name,
a new inability 
to tame this daily agitation
this rage
ill with waiting, ill-tempered
for her life to begin. 

Her words on the white vacant page
just a stupid scrawl
but she would never write ‘like a Lady’. Adieu!  
Burn this--as soon as read
or tremble with my revenge.
She cured her fury
galloping on the Downs.
If this was her bliss
so be it. 
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The problem as she saw it
with a lady in general
was her need to be haltered—
& whether a lady herself found 
the Hare in question halterable, or shootable, or not—
was not the concern. To manage the shoot
without being shot first was a matter of gamble
a game of écarte. All she could hope for
with the Red Coats and Moustachios 
was to be her own Master 
of mystery, while she waited all season 
to be caught & sent
in the utmost ar mony
to the King’s Bench. 

But in moments of cold 
coop & weakness
she had the dreadful sense
her life would be
one long postponement, confinement
remarkably useless
& not five and twenty 
bachelors at a Rigadoon
nor outings in the family Van
could save her. 

She could already hear the Duns 
beginning to ride. 
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And as much as she 
wanted, from pure 
sheer boredom
to be taken alive
in heated fancy
she would not wait for him. 
Whoever stepped in first
to halter her hand
could have her
could lead her out
of this dark, wooded house
into future, status
& quo. 
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The Beach

1.

All along the scratched stretches of beach land
when the tide was tugging back, some evenings
the low pools, miniature seas 
contained everything
he could imagine, everything he’d ever 
want to see, and more. Bounties of being. 

In the opal light, the flats left organ-shaped puddles, 
sucking quicksand he squelched through. 
He liked the deep squelch around his boots, eyes
to the ground, scouring the stony, spongy surface
trying to disappear.

He tried to banish the thought, newly lodged,
that man’s consciousness was mere brain, waves 
pushing pebbles forward and backwards over the beach.

The grey-blue clouds, milk-topped, spread long and low. 
His shadow preceded him, painted proof on the sand
of his existence; the gold engine of sunlight 
as inexplicable and shape-shifting as melting glass 
streaming behind the humped Edinburgh hills.

The patterning of gulls on the shore 
a huddled form
that altered as he edged closer. 
Their feet left triangled marks of retreat. 
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A lone gull, far from the flock, experimented
with the limits of water, pecked at stones. 
When he chortled at its waddle, its purpose and poise 
it turned its head as if to say:

“What is so very amusing?”
And pattered on, away, 
to do some more of what it did so well. 

2.

You could squat down for an hour near a tidal pool
and await the tiniest sway of cilia, or a glimpse  
of feathery sea-pen, hovering at the edge
to discover a colony of tentacled polyps; or hurl 
your chanced find of grey, furred sea mice back 
into the sea like stones
and watch them turn into balls, and watch
them roll back up onto the beach with waves 
and stand finally, aching, to stretch and let
out a long, deep growl 
of pleasure and be struck 
by a sudden bolt of light in the eyes
as if you had dissolved back up 
into the sun. 
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3. 

The beach just was. Is.
It had no idea how it got there. 
But to dig back the sand with two hands as he had
as a child, searching its beginning
with his particular gift of persistence
with his willingness to understand what it truly was
while his sisters called: It never ends. It will never end
still did not seem to be an impossible task. 

4.

That day he had dug until the water
streaming through the sand collapsed his hole and sand
was no longer sand—quite—in this form. 
It flowed, liquid, becoming something else across his palms.   
He dug another and another hole, each time 
trying to find the bottom of the world 
before the sea caved in. 

Stop! You will exhaust yourself!
his sisters cried.

You cannot hold it, just behold it. 
 
It is what it is. And nothing more. 
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5.

When the sun becomes a cross of orange light 
and puddles darken the shore and stones
become miniature mountains in the glow
and the sand blows— 
stop and stretch again, the gulls are flying.

Soon,
the crags of the old town will be 
clawed by birds
flown in with fog from the sea
circling the air above steeple and castle
with their distinct ache, their screams.

His sisters said to put his faith
not in this world
but the next. 

But look how it shines.
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